combi

Colour range
Rouge - size 1

direct

Jaune - size 2
Bleu - size 3
Vert - size 4

Progressive toileting

Providing solutions

Adjustability

Our Combi toileting chair is a great

The Combi toileting chair’s design

Good levels of adjustability are

starter chair. Its design enables it to

also incorporates a potty for younger

offered with the Combi toileting

be used as a supportive chair whilst at

children. This can easily be removed

chair so that a wide range of needs

the same time providing numerous

to provide a commode seat for

can be met. Seat height and depth

features to assist your child with the

children who have progressed their

can be adjusted to suit the needs of

everyday toileting needs.

toilet training.

your child.

Combi technical data

all dimensions in mm unless otherwise stated

Size

1

2

3

4

Code

75511 /75562

75521 /75572

75531 /75582

75541 /75592

215-290

275-375

300-400

340-450

Seat width

290

325

365

435

Seat depth

205-290

245-355

310-385

350-440

Back height

325

370

400

500

User weight (kg)

35

45

55

65

Shipping weight (kg)

11

13

14

15

Seat height3

1 Codes for adjustable arm chairs
2 Codes for fixed arm chairs
3 Seat height is to the top of upholstered seat (deduct 25mm for the height of the Potty and deduct 40mm for the height of the Commode seat)
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accessories

Bleu - size 3
Vert - size 4

The Combi toileting chair comes
complete with potty, plastic
commode seat, upholstered seat
and velcro pelvic strap.
You can choose from either our
fixed arm or height adjustable
arm Combi toileting chair.

Skis & full footrest

Skis & half footrest

Skis

CODE SK037 - SK040

CODE SK041 - SK044

CODE SK051 - SK054

Provides foot support and offers

Provides greater stability

greater stability

Provides foot support and offers
greater stability

Reversible footboard

Adjustable footrest

CODE FB023 - FB026

CODE FR010 - FR013

Independent adjustable
footrest

Provides foot support
Prevents unwanted chair movement

The sides help to keep feet contained
Easy to adjust footrest

CODE 4187
Portable, height and angle adjustable
Solid support for the feet
Can be used with a variety of chairs
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accessories

Vert - size 4

Mobile dolly base

Footrest & straps1

Splash guard

CODE DL012 - DL015

CODE FP002 - FP005

CODE SG001 - SG002

Facilitates easy manoeuvrability

Ensures feet are firmly in position

Assists in leg abduction and
keeps toileting contained
Requires Toggle handrail

Toggle handrail

Tray2

CODE HR014 - HR017

CODE TR003 - TR006
Provides trunk support
Additionally can be used for activities
such as playing

Allows child to hold and maintain
balance and to sit with minimal
support

Adjustable height push
handle

4 glisdomes

CODE PH006 - PH008, PH028

Comes complete with screws to fix
under chair leg

Also available in fixed heights

CODE GD001

CODE PH012 - PH014, PH029
Adjusts to achieve optimum push
position
1 Available on Mobile dolly base, Reversible footboard, Skis & half footrest or full footrest
2 Available only for adjustable arm Combi chair

Higher backrest in lieu of
standard
CODE BK172 - BK175
Provides extra back support for
taller children

toileting & bathing

Pelvic cushions – single
thickness (pair)1

Pelvic cushions – double
thickness (pair)2

Pelvic wedge cushions
(pair)3

CODE CS005 - CS044

CODE CS050 - CS089

CODE CS095 - CS125

Provides hip and thigh support
Available in various sizes

Decreases seat width
Available in various sizes

Provides additional support
Available in various sizes

1 Available in size 25mm, 38mm, 50mm, 62mm & 75mm, for adjustable arms only
2 Available in sizes 25+25mm, 38+25mm, 50+25mm & 62+25mm, for adjustable arms only
3 Available in sizes 75x50mm, 75x62mm, 75x75mm, 100x75mm, for adjustable arms only

We are not just a
manufacturer; we are
a solutions provider.
Our aim is to assist in
building a child’s confidence
and help in achieving
independence.

